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SBSE motivation

- Fits search/optimization like a glove so we argue that SBSE:
  - **Easily Applicable** (“We already have many spaces!” & “Requires relatively little expertise!”)
  - **Generic** (“Same idea/search in many spaces!”)
  - **Robust** (“Works even if info incomplete, fuzzy, …”)
  - **Realistic** (“Caters for multiple objectives”)
  - **Insight-rich** (“We can learn about spaces we search manually”)
  - **Scalable** (“CPU’s gets cheaper and faster!”)
  - **Less Biased** (“Fewer assumptions, that might be wrong!”)
- Than Humans & Than other Engineering Disciplines
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Real-world feedback from SW Engineers:
“Great that we can generate tests automatically but there are too many and we find too many bugs we do not want to bother with”

Can we directly justify the tests we generate?

Which decisions/justification space can we search?
def test_15
  # Calling Array#maximum on
  # Array of size 0 filled with Fixnum
  [].maximum #=> raises NameError: undefined method `each` for nil
end
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Reasons for \texttt{triangle(3,3,3)}?

**Specification:**

\begin{quote}
\texttt{triangle} is a method and takes 3 integer arguments that are the length of its sides. Output is ‘equilateral’ if all sides are the same.
\end{quote}

- I want a high quality system
- For a high quality system, I want to test all methods
- \texttt{"VERB all Ts"} $\Rightarrow$ \texttt{"VERB to a T"}
- to test is a VERB
- triangle is a method
- I want to test triangle
Possibilistic Reasoning

- Input as text
- "Sugar" & Language rules
- Translate rules
- Action rules
- Chain Searcher
- Blackboard with Hypothesis
- Test
- Justification
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So, now what?

- Consider not only:
  - Which artefact am I searching for? and
  - Which activity do I support? but
  - Which engineering decision am I supporting? and
  - Can I more directly support that decision?

- Since benefits are:
  - Help engineers explore not only artefacts and info
  - Less assumptions means less missed (as long as we can make some progress) opportunities and “errors”
Extra
Normalized Compression Distance

- Conditional Kolmogorov Complexity $K(X|Y)$
- Calibrasi: Use a compression algorithm, $C$

$$NCD(x, y) = \frac{C(xy) - \min\{C(x), C(y)\}}{\max\{C(x), C(y)\}}$$

- Non-negative number $0 \leq NCD \leq 1 + e$, where $e$ depends on how good $C$ approximates $K$